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Abstract

The vibrations and sounds produced by two notes of a double second steelpan are investigated, the main objective being to quantify the nonlinear energy exchanges occurring between vibration modes that are responsible of the peculiar sound of the instrument. A modal analysis first reveals the particular tuning of the modes and the systematic occurrence of degenerate modes, from the second one, this feature being a consequence of the tuning and the mode localization. Forced vibrations experiments are then performed to follow precisely the energy exchange between harmonics of the vibration and thus quantify properly the mode couplings. In particular, it is found that energy exchanges are numerous, resulting in complicated frequency response curves even for very small levels of vibration amplitude. Simple models displaying 1:2:2 and 1:2:4 internal resonance are then fitted to the measurements, allowing to identify the values of the nonlinear quadratic coupling coefficients resulting from the geometric nonlinearity. The identified 1:2:4 model is finally used to recover the time domain variations of an impacted note in normal playing condition, resulting in an excellent agreement for the temporal behaviour of the first four harmonics.

1. Introduction

Steelpans are musical percussion instruments coming from the island of Trinidad and Tobago in the Caribbean. They are traditionally played in orchestras called steelbands. These orchestras are composed of several steelpans covering a range of several octaves. Each steelpan is made of an oil barrel that is subjected to several stages of metal forming that stretch and bend the structure. The top of the barrel is pressed, hammered, punched and burnt in order to obtain a sort of main bowl within which convex domes are formed, each one corresponding to a particular musical note (Fig. 1). These notes are associated to vibration modes with strongly localized shapes on the domes, that are finely tuned in harmonic relationships by the tuner. As a consequence, when struck, each dome vibrates with a quasi-harmonic spectrum responsible of a musical note with a clear pitch. In all cases, the second mode is tuned at twice the frequency of the fundamental one, whereas the third one is tuned at three or four times the fundamental, depending on the note and on the tuner. Higher frequency modes are also present, but no general rule exists for their tuning [1].

The vibrational behaviour of the steelpan has been studied for some times and numerous results are already available in literature. The seminal investigations are due to Achong who produced a series of papers in the 1990’s that describe the most important physical phenomena: mode localization, nonlinear vibrations, mode couplings and energy exchanges [2–5]. All these features are now widely recognized as being the key to properly understand the vibrational behaviour of steelpans and their peculiar sound. Mode localization allows creating different notes relying on the same structure, while nonlinear geometric nonlinearity is responsible of energy exchanges and thus on the peculiar tone of the pan. Modal analyses have been performed by Rossing et al. in different papers [6–8], underlining that modes are perfectly tuned during the manufacturing process. In particular, the tuner takes care of adjusting the first modes of each note so that one mode is an octave above the fundamental, while a third one is tuned either a twelfth or two octaves above the fundamental [1,7]. These findings have been reinforced by other measurements showing either the sound radiation [9,10], the response to impulsive excitation [11] and the identification of sound sources by time-reversal imaging [12]. On another point of view, detailed metallurgical studies have been realized by Murr, Ferreyra et al. [13–16].
on the same instrument in our laboratory [21], the vibrations are confirmed by a complete modal analysis performed with a scanning laser vibrometer the notes along with its two neighbors (G4 and G5 for the G3 note, and G3 and F3, two different modal analysis have been performed, focusing on the nonlinear response of two different notes, namely centric circles, the lower notes being on the outer circle. As we composed of 19 precisely tuned notes, distributed on three concentric circles, the lower notes being on the outer circle. As we focus on the nonlinear response of two different notes, namely G3 and F3, two different modal analysis have been performed, by successively exciting directly the studied note, and by measuring with a scanning laser vibrometer the notes along with its two harmonically tuned neighbors (G4 and G5 for the G3 note, and F4, F5 for the F3 note). As already known from available studies [2,3,7–9], and confirmed by a complete modal analysis performed on the same instrument in our laboratory [21], the vibrations are localized so that scanning the whole surface is not needed (see Fig. 3(b)).

In the experiments, a pointwise excitation is ensured by a coil/magnet exciter. This home-made device has already been used in numerous experiments on nonlinear vibrations of plates and shells [22,23]. In particular, the interested reader can find in [22] a complete study on the calibration and the performance of the device, showing in particular that it allows for a clean harmonic excitation with a very low harmonic distortion due to the nonlinearities of the system. In particular it behaves far better than a classical shaker by ensuring a total harmonic distortion less than 2% [22]. In the experimental set-up, no force transducer is used: the current sent to the coil is measured and a calibration procedure allows us to measure the proportionality coefficient $K$ between the current (in A) and the force (in N). For our set of experiments, the measurement gives $K = 0.1$ N/A. Fig. 3(a) shows how the device is placed below the steelpan.

For the modal analysis, the excitation device is fed with a swept sine in the frequency band $[0, 1700]$ Hz. A Polytec PSV-300 scanning laser vibrometer is used for measuring the velocity at a given grid point. Fig. 3(b) shows the operational deflection shape when the G3 note is excited at 197.5 Hz, underlining the fact that the vibration is, for this frequency, strongly localized to the G3 dome only.

Fig. 4 shows the frequency response function (FRF) in velocity with respect to the prescribed force at the excitation point, when the steelpan is excited on the note G3. The first mode is identified at 197.5 Hz. Harmonic relationships are exhibited by dashed lines. It can be observed that around $2f_1$, the frequency spectrum presents a double peak indicating that the mode is degenerate, with two mode shapes having nearly equal frequencies. The next mode is located in the vicinity of the harmonic relationship $4f_1$, then the higher eigenfrequencies are significantly shifted as compared to a perfect tuning ($\approx 6f_1$, $\approx 8f_1$).

Two local views around $2f_1$ and $4f_1$ are presented Fig. 4(a) and (b) respectively. The FRF of the excited point e (black line) and of point b, located in the vicinity of the center of the G4 note (red dashed line), are superimposed (see Fig. 2 for the points locations). By changing the measurement point, one clearly reveals that degenerate modes are present both around $2f_1$ and $4f_1$.
The results for the second experiment, for which the F3 note is excited, are reported on Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows that the first three eigenmodes are also tuned at $f_1$, $2f_1$, and $4f_1$, where $f_1$ is identified at 172.2 Hz. Fig. 5(b) and (c) precise the presence of double peaks, revealed when the FRF is measured on the note F4 around $2f_1$ and $4f_1$. In this case, the higher-frequency eigenmodes are also shifted as compared to the perfect tuning. The spectrum repartition is around $5f_1$, $7f_1$ and $9f_1$.

Figs. 6 and 7 summarize the linear characteristics obtained for the two notes from the modal analysis: eigenfrequencies, modal damping factors and associated operational deflection shapes at resonances are given. In both cases, around $f_1$, the vibrational pattern is localized on the center of the note area. This mode, having no nodal diameters, is commonly denoted (0,0). The degenerate modes around $2f_1$ are then shown. Their vibrational pattern is composed of the shape (0,1) with a vertical nodal line on the principal note, accompanied with a shape (0,0) on the harmonically tuned note (G4 and F4). The shape on this auxiliary note is either in-phase, or out-of-phase, and a small detuning between the two frequencies is observed. This degeneracy of modes is a common feature in systems presenting localized vibrations. In particular, one can find in [24] how this degeneracy appears for a one-dimensional beam resting on an elastic foundation with varying stiffness along the position with a symmetric profile. In the present case of the steelpan, this degeneracy is a consequence of both the particular harmonic tuning of contiguous notes G3-G4 (or F3-F4) and the mode shape localization.

The phenomenon repeats for the two modes appearing around $4f_1$, where the shape on the principal note is (1,0), (0,1) on the harmonic G4 (or F4) note, and (0,0) on the second harmonically tuned

**Fig. 3.** Modal analysis of the double second. (a) Electromagnetic exciter. (b) Mode shape with energy localized on the excited note of frequency 197.5 Hz.

**Fig. 4.** Frequency response curves of the steelpan excited on G3. (a) FRF, (b) zoom on corresponding linear spectrum around $2f_1$ and (c) $4f_1$, comparison between measurements located on the excitation point e (black solid line), and on the point b in the center of G4 (red dashed line). Dashed gray lines: exact harmonics of the fundamental frequency measured at 197.5 Hz. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Theoretically, as now the mode expands on three contiguous domes, one would expect to obtain a double degeneracy for the modes around 4\(f_1\), as the similar process observed for the note at 2\(f_1\) can now produce four different patterns. However, the quadruplets may be difficult to measure for some physical reasons (difficulty to excite some of the modes, frequency relationship not perfectly fitted, etc.).

For the note G3, the measurement at point b shown in Fig. 4(c) shows that secondary peaks are present around 788.8 Hz. This could indicate the presence of a degeneracy with eigenfrequencies very close to the mode identified at 788.8 Hz and shown in Fig. 6. One can note however that the secondary peaks appear to be very small in amplitude, which means that these two configurations are difficult to measure and to excite in our experimental set-up, for physical reasons due to imperfections of the shell. Moreover, the operational deflection shapes in Fig. 6 show that the pattern is not so perfectly reproducible as for the degenerate modes at 2\(f_1\), rendering the whole identification of the possible quadruplets very difficult. Hence, in the remainder of the paper, we have decided to extract and identify only the main vibratory components, so that only two modes around 4\(f_1\) are presented in Fig. 6. These choice have also been guided by the fact that in forced vibration experiments shown in the next section, these modes have not been observed.

For the higher frequency modes, the vibrational patterns complexifies and the order of appearance of mode shapes differs for the two studied notes. For the note G3, a bunch of frequency peaks is observed around 5\(f_1\), whose modes are difficult to separate. The shape of one of them, shown on Fig. 7, shows a (0,2) pattern on the principal note and a (1,0) pattern on the harmonic G4. For the same note, a (1,1) shape is observed around 6\(f_1\) and two degenerate (2,1) are measured around 8\(f_1\). For the note F3, two degenerate modes are present around 5\(f_1\) with a (1,1) shape, and around 6\(f_1\) with a (0,3) modal shape. Finally a (0,4) is also observed around 8\(f_1\).

This modal analysis reveals the strong localization phenomenon present in steelpan vibrations, and already underlined in previous investigations. A consequence of this localization is the presence of degenerate modes in the case of harmonically tuned contiguous notes, from the second frequency, where in-phase and out-of-phase components can be present in the auxiliary pattern. Consequently, from the second eigenfrequency, eigenmodes are most likely to appear at least by pair. For the two studied notes, the first eigenfrequencies appear in a ratio \(f_1, 2f_1, 4f_1\), denoted in the remainder of the paper 1:2:4 relationship. As the steelpan’s shell is particularly thin (of the order of 0.5 mm in the center of the notes), geometrically nonlinear vibrations are excited in normal conditions of playing. The fact that those 1:2:4 relationships are present implies that internal resonance conditions will be...
easily fulfilled via quadratic nonlinear terms of the model [20,25–27]. Hence energy exchanges between modes will be more easily activated, favoring the transfer of energy to higher frequencies. The remainder of the paper is concerned by an experimental identification of these mode couplings.

### 3. Nonlinear interactions in the steelpan vibrations

In usual playing, the caribbean steelpan is stroke by percussive mallets called sticks, which create free vibrations. In order to properly reveal the nonlinear interactions in the nonlinear dynamics of the steelpan, the instrument will be harmonically excited by a pointwise external force imposed by the coil/magnet system. By increasing gradually the amplitude of the external force and by sweeping the excitation frequency, linear and nonlinear responses will be observed. This reproducible and controlled experimental set-up allows for a fine identification of energy transfers and nonlinear interactions, in the vibration amplitude range of the usual playing. We begin by describing the experimental set-up, then the measurements for the two studied notes, G3 and F3, are reported and commented. In particular, the measurements reveal that for vibration amplitudes that are below the amplitudes observed in usual playing, strong modal interactions and energy exchange already occur.

#### 3.1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 8. The coil/magnet device, already used for the modal analysis, allows injection of the external force, at a given, selected point of the structure. The coil is fed by a sine signal of frequency $f_{dr} = \Omega / 2\pi$, generated by a low distortion signal synthesizer (a Stanford Research System DS-360). The vibration velocity is measured at a given point by the laser vibrometer, and the harmonics amplitudes are estimated by a lock-in amplifier (a Stanford Research System SR-830). To obtain the displacement of each harmonics, the measured velocity is divided by the angular frequency of the harmonics. The reference signal for the lock-in amplifier is the driving sine signal of frequency $f_{dr}$, or another signal of frequencies $f_{dr}/2$ or $f_{dr}/4$, generated by the built-in generator of the device, in the case in which subharmonic of the driving signal have to be measured. For each measurement reported in the paper, the system is excited in a local

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Second G3</th>
<th>Second F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_1$</td>
<td>197.5 Hz</td>
<td>172.2 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 2f_1$</td>
<td>389.7 Hz</td>
<td>341.2 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 2f_1$</td>
<td>397.5 Hz</td>
<td>357.5 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 4f_1$</td>
<td>788.8 Hz</td>
<td>686.2 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 4f_1$</td>
<td>799.1 Hz</td>
<td>705 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Second G3</th>
<th>Second F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 5f_1$</td>
<td>954.1 Hz</td>
<td>868.8 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 5f_1$</td>
<td>878.8 Hz</td>
<td>788.8 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 6f_1$</td>
<td>1155 Hz</td>
<td>1115 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 6f_1$</td>
<td>1144 Hz</td>
<td>1044 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 8f_1$</td>
<td>1523 Hz</td>
<td>1581 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 8f_1$</td>
<td>1530 Hz</td>
<td>1581 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Operational deflection shapes, eigenfrequencies and modal damping ratio, for the notes G3 and F3. Fundamental mode ($f_1$); modes around $2f_1$ and $4f_1$. The scanned parts of the upper surface of the steel pan are shown by on Fig. 2.

Fig. 7. Operational deflection shapes, eigenfrequencies and modal damping ratio, for the notes G3 and F3 (following Fig. 6). Modes around $5f_1$, $6f_1$, and $8f_1$. 
frequency band around a particular resonance, at a discrete set of driving frequencies that are followed increasing (forward "sweep") or decreasing (backward "sweep"). For each point, the driving signal is kept at a constant frequency and a time delay of 4 s is awaited as the transient to die out. Then, the amplitudes of each signal harmonics in the steady state are measured during 10 s, thanks to the lock-in amplifier. In those ten seconds, about twenty values for the amplitudes are recorder in order to identify potential quasi-periodic oscillations. After, the frequency is changed and the following point is recorded. A forward as well as a backward sweep are realized for each measurement, to identify jump phenomena, so that the total time of measurement for producing a frequency response curve is approximately three hours. All the measurements and the command of the several devices are automated thanks to RS232 protocols and a Matlab computer program.

Analogous measurements have been performed to identify internal resonances in circular plates [22] and spherical shells [23] previously. The main improvement brought in the present work is the use of a lock-in amplifier and the full automation of the experiments, which allows very precise measurements, in term of frequency resolution, identification of quasi-periodic oscillations and number of measured harmonics (up to four distinct harmonics are measured in a given experiment).

3.2. Nonlinear response of the note G3

The first experiment consists in exciting the note G3 with a driven frequency \( f_{dr} \) close to the first three resonances \( f_1, 2f_1 \) and \( 4f_1 \) with a forward and a backward sweep. The amplitudes of several harmonics of the response signal are measured. We begin with the case for which the external frequency is in the vicinity of the first eigenfrequency: \( f_{dr} \approx f_1 \). For all the figures of this section, readability is helped by inserting vertical markers so as to precisely locate the different eigenfrequencies of the system, as well as their harmonics. The marker symbols for each harmonics are defined in Table 1.

### Table 1
Values of the eigenfrequencies identified for note G3, and marker symbols used in all related figures (Figs. 9–12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency relationship</th>
<th>Value (Hz)</th>
<th>Marker symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td>197.5</td>
<td>( \cdot \cdot \cdot )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \approx 2f_1 )</td>
<td>389.7</td>
<td>( \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \approx 4f_1 )</td>
<td>788.8</td>
<td>( \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \approx 6f_1 )</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>( \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Low frequency excitation: \( f_{dr} \approx f_1 \)

The amplitude response of the displacement, decomposed on three harmonics oscillating around \( f_1, 2f_1 \) and \( 4f_1 \) and denoted \( H_1, H_2 \) and \( H_4 \) respectively, is shown in Fig. 9. The amplitude of the external forcing is measured as the current in the coil \( I = 2.01 \, \text{A} \), which thus corresponds to an amplitude of 0.2 N. For that level of excitation, the amplitude of the first harmonic is small, with a maximum value at 0.04 mm, less than one tenth the thickness. However, the response is already nonlinear as shown by the behaviour of the three measured harmonics. \( H_1 \) presents a maximum at the linear frequency 197.5 Hz, but the shape of the response function is very different from that of a linear system. The complex shape of \( H_2 \) reveals the existence of a 1:2:2 internal resonance which is already activated for this small amplitude of vibration. Two maxima are observed close to the two corresponding linear frequencies (denoted by the two dashed dotted lines \( \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \)). Finally, one can observe that the fourth harmonic (\( H_4 \))

![Fig. 8. Experimental setup for measuring the harmonics of the nonlinear frequency response curves.](image-url)
presents a maximum at \(4f_r = 788.8 \text{ Hz} \ (\cdots)\), which is the identified eigenfrequency of one of the two degenerate modes shown in Fig. 6. The shape of those curves shares obvious similarities with the ones of the response of models with 1:2, 1:2:2 or 1:2:4 internal resonances [20,25], that systematically show several peaks not the ones of the response of models with 1:2, 1:2:2 or 1:2:4 internal resonance [20,26,27]. However, a peculiarity of the harmonic is also shown. The dynamical response are now more particular and more periodic responses, which are observed in the frequency band [192.5,194] Hz. The participation of the second harmonic is also very large so that the coupling identified for the smaller amplitudes still persist. Finally harmonic \(H_9\) shows a significant contribution which means that a 1:2:2:4:8 coupling is surely excited. This measurement evidences the fact that the steelpan’s eigenfrequencies are tuned so as to facilitate an easy transfer of energy from the low-frequency modes to the higher modes. This peculiarity has an important consequence on the sound produced by those instruments as they are capable of transferring rapidly energy up to the eighth harmonic.

3.2.2. Mid-frequency excitation: \(F_{dr} \simeq 2f_1\)

In this section the frequency response curves for the G3 note of the steelpan are measured for an excitation frequency close to the first two degenerate modes, i.e. \(f_{dr} \simeq 2f_1\). As a coupling with the fundamental frequency mode is expected, and for unifying the notations and experimental procedures, \(H_2\) still refers to the harmonic component in the vicinity of \(f_{dr} \simeq 2f_1\). Other harmonics are measured by the lock-in amplifier with a reference at half the driving frequency, in order to recover the subharmonic component at \(f_{dr}/2\), oscillating around the fundamental frequency. Two amplitudes of excitation are presented, a moderate value for which the current is \(I = 2\ A\), and a strongly nonlinear one for which \(I = 5\ A\).

Fig. 10 shows the measurement obtained for \(I = 2\ A\), where 4 harmonics are shown. From the theoretical viewpoint, see e.g.
one expects to obtain a direct (resonant) coupling between the degenerate modes at $2f_{1}$ with those at $4f_{1}$, with comparison to a 1:2 internal resonance excited on its lower frequency. Incidentally, it is observed that the mode at 389.7 Hz has a larger amplitude response than its companion at 397.5 Hz. However, the direct coupling is effectively observed with a non-negligible response on the fourth harmonic. For the coupling with the fundamental (non-directly excited) mode, the theory states that an instability region exists and once the amplitude of $H_{2}$ crosses this amplitude limit, then energy is transferred to the modes being at half the excitation frequency after a pitchfork bifurcation [20].

Here, this phenomenon is effectively measured, with a significant energy transfer to the fundamental (harmonic $H_{1}$ in Fig. 11) at half the excitation frequency $f_{dr}$, occurring on a narrow frequency interval [194.2, 194.8] Hz. Once again, this coupling, which needs a minimum amount of vibration response to occur, is here activated for a small excitation level, which means that the steelpan is tuned so as to favor such couplings.

Interestingly, the coupling scenario can be analyzed separately in the frequency band $f_{dr} \in [380, 393]$ Hz (band 1), and $f_{dr} \in [393, 403]$ Hz (band 2), because the degenerate modes eigen-frequencies are sufficiently well apart so as to interact individually. On the first frequency range $[380, 393]$ Hz, the 1:2 coupling with the fundamental mode is excited. Moreover, a non-negligible contribution of the sixth harmonic is observed, which let think that the mode at 1155 Hz is also excited. We can thus assume that a 1:2:6 coupling scenario is here present. On the second frequency range, $[393, 403]$ Hz, a clear 2:4:4 interaction is present between mode 397.5 Hz and the two modes at 788.8 and 799.1 Hz.

Fig. 12 shows the same case for a large excitation amplitude, $I \approx 5$ A. As compared to the previous forcing amplitude, the following comments are worth mentioning:

- the global scheme identified before with the 1:2:6 resonance followed by the 2:4:4 is still present, and its characteristics are enhanced on a larger frequency range.
- a large hysteresis is now observed between forward and backward sweep around $f_{dr} \approx 390$ Hz, with jump phenomena.
- a large coupling develops now between the fundamental mode and the second mode at 397.5 Hz, with eigenfrequency 397.5 Hz, still vibrates with a too small amplitude for exciting the fundamental one.

Once again, these measurements clearly establish the fact that, even for very small amplitudes of vibrations, numerous and complicated couplings between modes are present in the dynamical response of the steelpan. This undoubtedly emphasizes that energy exchanges are numerous in normal playing conditions, leading to complicated responses in the first milliseconds with efficient build-up of energy to the higher frequencies.

### 3.3. Nonlinear response of the note F3

The second experiment is realized by exciting the note F3 on the same right barrel of the double second steelpan. In this part, three cases of excitation are proposed: the driven frequency is applied in the low frequency case ($f_{dr} \approx f_{1}$), in the mid frequency case $f_{dr} \approx 2f_{1}$ and in the high frequency case $f_{dr} \approx 4f_{1}$. As in the previous sections, markers will be inserted into the figures for better readability and understanding of mode coupling. The markers are the same, with now the frequencies of the note F3, see Table 2.

#### 3.3.1. Low frequency excitation: $f_{dr} \approx f_{1}$

Fig. 13 shows the frequency response curves for three harmonics ($H_{1}, H_{2}$ and $H_{4}$) when the F3 note is excited in the vicinity of its fundamental frequency, i.e. $f_{dr} \approx 172$ Hz. The intensity in the current in this case is $I = 0.42$ A, resulting in a vibration amplitude of the order of 0.04 mm for $H_{1}$. Note that this range of amplitude is of the order of the measurement for the note G3 (previous section), whereas the amplitude of the forcing is five times smaller. This is due to the fact that the coil/magnet system was located near the center of F3, whereas for G3 it was placed more on the periphery of the note (see the location of excitation points on Fig. 2). As expected from the linear resonance relationships and the theoretical results on 1:2:4 resonance [20], energy should be transferred easily up to the fourth harmonics. This feature is clearly observed, with a large response both on $H_{2}$ and $H_{4}$, resulting in a complex shape for the first harmonic, far from a linear response, even though the vibration amplitude is less than one tenth the thickness.

Note that the detuning between the two degenerate modes at $2f_{1}$ is large, such that the second mode at 357.5 is out of the coupling range. Hence a 1:2:2 resonance is not possible in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency relationship</th>
<th>Value (Hz)</th>
<th>Marker symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{dr}$</td>
<td>172.5</td>
<td>(-----)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 2f_{1}$</td>
<td>341.2</td>
<td>(-----)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 4f_{1}$</td>
<td>686.2</td>
<td>(-----)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>705</td>
<td>(-----)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2. Mid frequency excitation: f_{dr} \approx 2f_1

The F3 note is now excited in the vicinity of 2f_1, i.e. f_{dr} \approx 345 Hz. A single amplitude of excitation, I \approx 0.6 A, is presented in Fig. 15 with forward and backward sweep. The energy is simultaneously transferred from H_2 to H_1 and from H_2 to H_4, which means that a fully coupled case of 1:2:4 scenario is once again involved. As in the low frequency excitation case, only one of each degenerate mode is activated, so that in that case, the complexity brought by the appearance of companion modes is not observed. A small jump is noticeable at f_{dr} \approx 345 Hz which mark a small difference between forward and backward sweeps.

3.3.3. High frequency excitation: f_{dr} \approx 4f_1

Finally, for the last experiment presented in this section, the driven frequency is around four times the fundamental, i.e. f_{dr} \approx 680 Hz. This case is particularly challenging since the goal is here to observe the cascade of coupling in a 1:2:4 resonance excited at its higher frequency, where energy can be transferred from 4f_1 to 2f_1 and then to f_1 [20]. With that goal in mind, three amplitudes of excitations are shown to observe how the energy can be transferred to the lowest-frequency modes.

As already noted, the measurement time for each frequency response curve (of the order of 3 h), which is very large, renders all the measurements difficult. Due to material problems, this last set of measurements have been realized one month after all the other ones, and the set-up has needed to be completely remounted. As a consequence of small displacements of sensors (in particular excitation magnet), a slight shift of some eigenfrequencies is expected. In order to measure correctly the eigenfrequency of one the two degenerate modes at 4f_1, a linear measurement is first performed and reported in Fig. 16, with a very small amplitude of excitation (I \approx 0.03 A, resulting in vibration amplitude of 3.10^{-4} mm). In that case the response is linear and the eigen-frequency is measured at 681 Hz, instead of 686.2 Hz in the first series of measurements.

Fig. 17 shows a moderate amplitude of excitation, I = 1 A, for which the directly excited harmonic H_4 is reported together with H_1 and H_5. The shape of H_4 in the vicinity of the eigenfrequency is not linear anymore, and the shape of H_5 shows that a 1:2 resonance is already activated. More interestingly, the transfer of energy to the lower frequency mode at 2f_1 is observed on a small frequency range, where H_5 departs from zero around 343 Hz. We can then argue that a 2:4:8 internal resonance is observed.
on the 1:2:4 resonance shown in [20], where it was emphasized are found. This observation is coherent with the theoretical results with two large frequency range on which quasiperiodic regimes 1:2:4 resonance is measured. The behaviour is strongly nonlinear to the lowest frequency mode is observed, so that here a complete excitation case.

Fig. 15. Frequency response curve for the note F3 excited with a mid-frequency excitation $f_o \approx 2f_r$. Harmonic amplitude displacements for $I \approx 0.6\, A$: $H_1 \approx f_{dr}/2$, $H_2 \approx f_{dr}$, $H_4 \approx 2f_{dr}$ and $H_8 \approx 4f_{dr}$. Forward sweep (-- - --), backward sweep (---).

Finally, Fig. 18 shows the last measurement realized, for a large value of the forcing, $I = 2\, A$. In that case the transfer of energy down to the lowest frequency mode is observed, so that here a complete 1:2:4:8 resonance is measured. The behaviour is strongly nonlinear with two large frequency range on which quasiperiodic regimes are found. This observation is coherent with the theoretical results on the 1:2:4 resonance shown in [20], where it was emphasized that the presence of a third oscillator (as compared to a more classical 1:2:2 resonance) leads more easily to quasiperiodic regime. Here the complete coupling involves immediately the appearance of quasiperiodicity.

3.4. Conclusion on the measurements

The measurements made on the two notes of the double-second steelpan reveal a complex and rich dynamics featuring numerous internal resonances and energy exchanges between internally resonant modes. Thanks to a harmonic, perfectly controlled excitation, we have been able to shed light on the most salient couplings appearing in permanent regime. In particular, the measurements clearly underline that 1:2 and 1:2:4 internal resonance are excited for very small level of vibration amplitudes, and are at the ground basis of the dynamical solutions. This basic scheme is complexified by the fact that modes appear by pairs from the second one, so that the usual scheme is more that of a 1:2:2:4:4:6:8 dynamics. The presence of many modes favors unstable periodic states that have also been measured with the occurrence of quasiperiodic regimes. Moreover, we have also observed that the couplings with modes at six or eight times the excitation frequency, are often excited, again complexifying the dynamical solutions. With that respect, the frequency response curves becomes very complicated as more and more modes are involved in the vibrations. Coming back to the normal playing where energy is inputted to the structure by an impact, one easily understands that these couplings, being excited for very small vibration amplitudes, are present and are the key to understand the peculiar sound of the steelpan with the rapid build-up of energy to higher modes.

The objective of the remainder of the paper is twofold. First to identify the values of some of the quadratic nonlinear coupling terms. For that, two simple models displaying respectively 1:2:2 and 1:2:4 internal resonances are considered, since they provide analytical solutions [20], for a reasonable complexity. Higher-order models with more modes involved would be too difficult to fit on the measurements because of the number of coefficients to fit. Once these values identified, we will show that a 1:2:4 model with all the fitted parameters allows to recover the main features of the dynamical solutions of an impacted note, hence definitely showing that these internal resonances are key for a meaningful understanding of steelpan’s vibrations.
4. Theoretical models — nonlinear parameter identification

4.1. Model equations

4.1.1. The 1:2:2 internal resonance model

The 1:2:2 internal resonance model displays three modes which eigenfrequencies are tuned such that \( \omega_3 \approx 2\omega_2 \approx 4\omega_1 \). The nonlinear dynamics, considering quadratic nonlinear terms due to geometric nonlinearity only, reads [20]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\ddot{q}_1 + \omega_1^2 q_1 &= -2\zeta_1 \omega_1 q_1 - \omega_1 q_1 q_2 - \omega_1 q_1 q_3 + F_1 \cos(\Omega t), \\
\ddot{q}_2 + \omega_2^2 q_2 &= -2\zeta_2 \omega_2 q_2 - \omega_2 q_1 q_2 - \omega_2 q_2 q_3, \\
\ddot{q}_3 + \omega_3^2 q_3 &= -2\zeta_3 \omega_3 q_3 - \omega_3 q_1 q_3 - \omega_3 q_2 q_3,
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( \omega_k = 2nf_k \) is the angular frequency of mode \( k \) and \( \zeta_k \) is the associated modal damping ratio. Only the case of a forcing in the vicinity of the first eigenfrequency is considered here, so that the excitation is on the first oscillator only, with an amplitude \( F_1 \) and a driving frequency \( f_{dr} = \Omega / 2\pi \), where \( \Omega \approx \omega_1 \). The theoretical response, described in details in [20], can be interpreted as two nested well-known 1:2 internal resonances [25,27,28].

When the system is driven by \( \Omega \approx \omega_1 \), the first-order solutions of Eqs. (1) are obtained by the multiple scales method as [20]:

\[
\begin{align*}
q_1(t) &= a_1 \cos(\Omega t + \varphi_1), \\
q_2(t) &= a_2 \cos(2\Omega t + \varphi_2), \\
q_3(t) &= a_3 \cos(3\Omega t + \varphi_3),
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

where \( a_k \) and \( \varphi_k \) are amplitudes and phases of the solutions \( q_k \), respectively. One can note that driving the system on its low-frequency mode creates two upper harmonic solutions, oscillating at twice the driven frequency.

In order to properly compare the measurements realized at a given point of the structure with the theoretical model, one has first to reconstruct the transverse displacement \( w(t) \) at a given point of the steel-pan upper surface as:

\[
w(t) = w_1 \cos(\Omega t + \varphi_1) + w_2 \cos(2\Omega t + \varphi_2).
\]

(3)

Whereas \( w_1 \) is easily related to \( a_1 \) with the formula \( w_1 = a_1 \phi_1 \) (where \( \phi_1 \) refers to the modal amplitude of mode 1 at the measurement point); \( w_2 \) and \( \varphi_2 \) involve combinations of the amplitude solutions \( a_2, a_3 \), phases \( \varphi_2, \varphi_3 \) as well as modal amplitudes \( \phi_2, \phi_3 \) at the measurement point. The detailed calculation is given in Appendix A. Finally, Eq. (3) allows to compute, from the model, the two harmonics amplitudes \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \) of the displacement at the measurement point, so as to compare them with the measurements.

4.1.2. The 1:2:4 internal resonance model

The second model proposed here is a 1:2:4 internal resonance model. Three modes oscillating at \( \omega_3 \approx 2\omega_2 \approx 4\omega_1 \) are now considered. The system equations reads [20]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\ddot{q}_1 + \omega_1^2 q_1 &= -2\zeta_1 \omega_1 q_1 - \omega_1 q_1 q_2 - \omega_1 q_1 q_3 + F_1 \cos(\Omega t), \\
\ddot{q}_2 + \omega_2^2 q_2 &= -2\zeta_2 \omega_2 q_2 - \omega_2 q_1 q_2 - \omega_2 q_2 q_3, \\
\ddot{q}_3 + \omega_3^2 q_3 &= -2\zeta_3 \omega_3 q_3 - \omega_3 q_1 q_3 - \omega_3 q_2 q_3,
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

Compared to the 1:2:2 case, four different resonant coupling coefficients \( Ze \) are introduced. Once again, the forcing is considered on the first oscillator as we restrict ourselves to an excitation frequency in the vicinity of the first eigenfrequency.

With this model three amplitude solutions are obtained as:

\[
\begin{align*}
q_1(t) &= a_1 \cos(\Omega t + \varphi_1), \\
q_2(t) &= a_2 \cos(2\Omega t + \varphi_2), \\
q_3(t) &= a_3 \cos(4\Omega t + \varphi_3).
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

The reconstruction of the transverse displacement \( w \) is simpler than in the 1:2:2 case, because only one amplitude solution per oscillating frequency is present. Hence, when \( \Omega \approx \omega_1 \), the transverse displacement at the measurement point writes:

\[
w(t) = w_1 \cos(\Omega t + \varphi_1) + w_2 \cos(2\Omega t + \varphi_2) + w_3 \cos(4\Omega t + \varphi_3).
\]

(6)

where \( w_1 = a_1 \phi_1, w_2 = a_2 \phi_2 \) and \( w_3 = a_3 \phi_3 \), and \( \phi_p \) corresponding to the amplitude of the eigenmode at the measurement point.

4.2. Model fitting

The fitting procedure consists in adjusting all the model parameters so that the theoretical resonance curves fit the experimental ones. The values of the natural frequencies \( \omega_p \) and the modal damping ratio \( \zeta_p \) are identified from a fit (not shown here) of the linear response of the model on resonance curves with a very low driving amplitude. The mode shapes \( \phi_p \) are obtained from the operational deflection shapes of Fig. 6 and 7, measured with a laser vibrometer. They are normalized so that \( \phi_p = 1/vp \) at the excitation point. Then, the values of the nonlinear coupling coefficients \( Ze \), the main unknowns, are identified on the nonlinear resonant response of the steelpan.

As compared to other similar works of the literature (e.g. [22] for 1:1 internal resonance in circular plates and [23] for 1:1:2 internal resonance in spherical shells), the present case is rendered difficult because for all the measured nonlinear response curves, always more than three modes are resonantly coupled, so that both three degree of freedom models are not as realistic as they should be. For those reasons, only a few fits are reported here: one from
the G3 note and one from the F3 note, both excited at a small level and in the vicinity of the fundamental frequency.

Models (1) and (4) are dimensionless, so as the fitted values of the $\omega_k$ and of the forcing amplitude $F_1$. These dimensionless variables (denoted here with overbars) are defined with the following amplitude and time scalings:

$$w = \frac{w}{w_0}, \quad \overline{\Omega} = \frac{\Omega}{2\pi f_0}, \quad \bar{t} = 2\pi f_0 t$$

with $w_0 = 1\text{ mm}$, $f_0 = 197\text{ Hz}$ for the G3 note and $f_0 = 171.7\text{ Hz}$ for the F3 note.

4.2.1. Second G3: low-frequency excitation/1:2:2–1:2:4 internal resonance models

The first case corresponds to the measurement shown in Fig. 9, for which a clear 1:2:2:4 internal resonance scenario has been identified in Section 3.2.1. As a complete model involving 1:2:2:4 have no simple analytical solutions and would display too many free parameters for the fitting, we show the results obtained by both the 1:2:2 and the 1:2:4 models, in order to show their ability to retrieve the most important parts of the frequency response curves for harmonics $H_1$, $H_2$, and $H_4$.

The linear parameters of the models (Eqs. (1)), namely the eigenfrequencies $f_k$, the modal damping ratios $\zeta_k$ and the modal amplitudes at measurement points $\Phi_k$, are retrieved from the lineal modal analysis. Variations of these parameters have been allowed in order to obtain the best possible fit. This is justified by the fact that linear parameters are very sensitive to experimental variations (e.g. temperature, position of magnet), that can vary from one experiment to the other. We recall that the measurement of a given nonlinear response curve lasts about three hours (see Section 3.1). The nonlinear coupling parameters $\alpha_k$ of the two models are left completely free and selected so as to obtain the best fit.

The results of the two fits are shown in Fig. 19. The linear parameters are given in Tables 3 and 4. One can observe that variations have been allowed in order to obtain the best fit. For the 1:2:2 model, the following values of the nonlinear coupling terms have been found to give the best frequency response curves: $\alpha_1 = 0.42$, $\alpha_2 = 0.46$, $\alpha_3 = 0.46$, $\alpha_4 = 0.39$, with $F_1 = 6.3 \times 10^{-4}$. One can observe that the 1:2:2 model allows to recover with a good accuracy the two peaks in the second harmonic (component $w_2$), and gives a correct approximation of the frequency response of the first harmonic (component $w_1$) before the fundamental frequency. However, as expected from the model, the oscillator at $4f_1$ is missing which result in a poor approximation of the peaks appearing in the three measured harmonics around 197 Hz. The missing information is retrieved when considering the 1:2:4 model, which allows to recover the main peak of the first harmonic, the peak on $w_2$ around 394 Hz and the resonance of the third mode at 788 Hz on component $w_3$. The nonlinear coefficients for the 1:2:4 model have been found to be equal to: $\alpha_5 = 0.24$, $\alpha_6 = 0.34$, $\alpha_7 = 0.88$, $\alpha_8 = 0.53$, with $F_1 = 12 \times 10^{-4}$. One can observe that all the nonlinear coefficients have the same order of magnitude, indicating the strength of the quadratic nonlinearity.

These fits definitely ensure that a 1:2:2:4 resonance scenario is here activated, and allows us to obtain values of the nonlinear coupling coefficients that can be used to feed a time model including the correct geometric nonlinearities, proposed in Section 5.

4.2.2. Second F3: low-frequency excitation/1:2:4 internal resonance model

The second selected example is the low-frequency excitation of the note F3 shown in Fig. 13. In that case, a 1:2:4 scenario has been identified in Section 3.3, and the occurrence of a more complex dynamical solution involving the companion mode of either the mode at $2f_1$ or the one at $4f_1$ has been discarded since the detuning was too large between the eigenfrequencies. The fitting procedure is the same as in the previous section: the linear parameters are derived from the modal analysis and variations are allowed. The values used for the fit are given in Table 5. The nonlinear coefficients have been identified as: $\alpha_1 = 0.48$, $\alpha_2 = 0.57$, $\alpha_3 = 0.68$, $\alpha_4 = 0.43$, with $F_1 = 2.13 \times 10^{-4}$. They are of the same order of magnitude as those for the note G3. The result of the fitting is shown in Fig. 20. One can note that most of the important parts of the frequency response curves are correctly reproduced by the model. However, a detail in the main resonance is still missing: the experimental frequency peak at resonance around 172.8 Hz is still underestimated by the model, and the secondary peak on the second harmonic ($w_2$ at 343 Hz) and more obviously on the fourth harmonic ($w_3$ at 687 Hz) is not large enough in the model. An assumption would be that another coupling, for example with the mode at $8f_1$, is already activated, so that a 1:2:4:8 scenario is already involved in the measurement. However, $H_4$ has not been measured in that case so that we are led to conclude that the
1:2:4 resonance is able to catch the most important part of the dynamics in this case, but a more complicated resonance should already be activated so that the frequency responses still present a small discrepancy with the theoretical one.

As a conclusion on this section, simple 3-dofs models displaying 1:2:2 and 1:2:4 internal resonance have been used to fit experimental frequency response curves. In the two tested cases, good results have been found, allowing to:

- obtain a numerical estimate for the nonlinear quadratic coupling coefficient,
- better qualify the resonance scenario involved in some frequency response curve.

In particular, it has been shown that even in a simple case as the 1:2:4 scenario found for the F3 note, some details of the frequency–response curve may be missed by the model, indicating that a more complex dynamics may be already activated. In the other experimental cases shown in Section 3 for larger amplitudes of excitation, the fits have not been made possible since the scenario are more complex, with more modes involved, as well as with an evident participation of cubic nonlinearities, not taken into account in the simple models. However, the proposed fittings allowed to retrieve an estimate of the quadratic coupling terms as well as an assessment of the 1:2:4 scenario as key to drive the nonlinear response in steelpan’s vibrations. This will be further illustrated in the last section of the paper, by considering free (impacted) vibrations, and showing that the simple fitted model allows recovering the time variations of the first four harmonics of the signal.

5. Free oscillations

The objective is to compare the time domain response of an impacted note of the steelpan in usual playing with the time response of a simple model exhibiting 1:2:4 internal resonance for the parameters identified in the previous section. The measurement is presented first.

5.1. Experiment in free oscillations

The time domain acceleration of a single point of the vibrating G3 note is considered, in usual condition of playing. An accelerometer, glued at a given position in the vicinity of the center of the G3 dome, is used. A musician hits the note as usual and for two different impact forces, roughly corresponding to a mezzo-piano and a forte intensity. The spectrograms of the two time acceleration signals are shown in Fig. 21. Whereas the energy is mainly concentrated into the two first components for the weak strike, Fig. 21(a), a strong build-up of energy to higher modes is evident in the strong strike, with significant energy levels up to 1700 Hz. This particular behaviour is typical of the fact that the geometric nonlinearity is excited in the second case, so that energy exchanges are possible thanks to internal resonances scenario, and particularly to the 1:2:4 resonance. In the weak strike where the vibration is mostly linear, the energy is confined to the modes where it has been inputted by the impact.

5.2. Filtered time response

In order to more precisely follow the time evolution of the first four harmonics $H_1, H_2$ and $H_4$, a filter based on a short-time Fourier transform procedure, and allowing to extract the time domain
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**Fig. 20.** Model fitting to experiments for the F3 note excited at moderate amplitude ($I = 0.42$ A). Frequency response curves for harmonics $H_1$ ($w_1$), $H_2$ ($w_2$) and $H_4$ ($w_3$). Measurements (black line and triangles ▽) versus 1:2:4 model (red solid line) with $x_0 = 0.48, x_0 = 0.57, x_0 = 0.68, x_0 = 0.43$. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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**Fig. 21.** Experimental spectrograms of free oscillations measurements with two stick-impact intensities on note G3 of the double second. (a) Weak strike (mezzo-piano). (b) Strong strike (forte).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Osc. 1</th>
<th>Osc. 2</th>
<th>Osc. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$ (Hz)</td>
<td>171.7</td>
<td>344.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_0$</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1$</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Linear parameters used for the fitting of the 1:2:4 model of Eqs. (4), shown in Fig. 20.
response of these partials, is used. The three first frequency components (oscillating at \( f_1, 2f_1 \) and \( 4f_1 \)) are extracted from each measurement, are shown in Fig. 22. For the mezzo-piano intensity, Fig. 22(a), most of the energy is concentrated into \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \). The nonlinear coupling between the two components is already present as attested by the small time delay between the maximum amplitudes of \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \), clearly assessing that part of the energy directly transferred into \( H_1 \) by the impact is then transmitted by nonlinear couplings to \( H_2 \). For the forte intensity, Fig. 22(b), the transfer of energy is so evident that \( H_2 \) reaches an amplitude level of four times \( H_1 \), and \( H_4 \) strongly participates to the vibration with an amplitude comparable to that of \( H_1 \). Finally, one can also observe modulation in the time response for the harmonics (more particularly pronounced for \( H_2 \)), with a period decreasing with the strike amplitude. This is again an obvious manifestation of a nonlinear behaviour, with the energy coming back and forth to each oscillators through the nonlinear coupling terms (see e.g. [25] for a general two degree of freedom model with quadratic nonlinearities and [2–4] in the case of steelpans).

5.3. Simulations with the 1:2:4 model

The 1:2:4 internal resonance model presented in Section 4.1.2 is used to recover the behaviour of the first four harmonics shown in Fig. 22. The model is used with the parameters identified from the experiment in forced vibrations, and given in Section 4.2.1. The model is integrated in time domain using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a variable timestep (routine “ode45” built in Matlab) [29]. An initial condition, imposed on the first oscillator only (at \( t = 0, w_1 = 0, w_2 = w_3 = 0 \) in Eq. (6)), with a selected amplitude in displacement, is used so as to mimic the impact brought by the stick hammer. Two different amplitudes of initial conditions are used for reproducing the impacts: \( w_{10} = 0.15 \) mm for the mezzo-piano one and \( w_{10} = 0.65 \) mm for the forte one. Fig. 23 shows the time response of the accelerations associated with the three displacements \( w_1, w_2 \) and \( w_3 \). One can observe that the correspondence between the model and the experiment is particularly impressive. All the main nonlinear features are recovered by the model:

- the amplitudes of all the harmonics in both cases,
- the time delay in the response of \( w_2 \) for the weak strike,
- the amplitude modulation in both cases and its increasing frequency when the strike is stronger.

This shows that the model identified from the forced response is robust and able to reproduce with an excellent accuracy the main dynamical characteristics of an impacted note played in usual condition. Once again, this shows that a 1:2:4 internal resonance scenario is the basic ingredient for understanding the nonlinear phenomena in steelpan vibrations, a scenario that is generally complexified by the appearance of degenerate modes, as well as some higher-modes couplings with, e.g. modes at \( 6f_1 \) or \( 8f_1 \).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a detailed analysis of nonlinear vibrations of a double second steelpan has been performed. The modal analysis underlines that for the two notes under study, the first modes were tuned so that their frequencies share a 1:2:4 relationship. The pattern of harmonic relationships then deflects a bit from perfect commensurable ratios, however modes are generally found around important selected harmonics such as near \( 6f_1 \) or \( 8f_1 \). An important result from our analysis, that were not particularly stressed in previous investigations on the steelpan, is the appearance of degenerate modes from the second one, so that the usual pattern should
generally be of (at least) a 1:2:2:4:4 tuning for the first frequencies. This degeneracy is a consequence of mode localization and has already been observed in simpler systems.

The forced responses have been then studied in order to properly reveal, with a fine-tuned and reproducible experiment, the nonlinear couplings and the energy exchanges observable between modes. It has been underlined that mode couplings are numerous, leading to complex dynamical responses even for small amplitudes of vibrations, hence underlining that these couplings are necessarily activated in usual playing conditions. For small levels of excitation, simple couplings scenario invoking variations on the 1:2:4 resonance are easily recognized. For higher vibration amplitudes, frequency response curves becomes complicated with a significant contribution of the cubic nonlinearity, the presence of more modes involved in the vibrations, and the appearance of quasiperiodic regimes. The main conclusion is that in steelpan’s vibrations where numerous modes are tuned and thanks to the geometric nonlinearity, complex response involving numerous modes up to eight times the frequency are frequent.

Thanks to two simple models displaying 1:2:2 and 1:2:4 internal resonance, for which analytical solutions remains tractable, frequency response curves have been fitted. This allows to better characterize the resonance scenario, as well as to produce numerical values for the nonlinear quadratic coupling terms that can be used for time domain synthesis. This has been realized in the last section, where the identified 1:2:4 model has been used to compute time domain response of an impacted note, revealing a perfect agreement for the behaviour of the first four harmonics.

These results obviously identify the nonlinear couplings in steelpan vibration as the key to understand the rapid build-up of energy from low to high-frequencies. Two features are necessary: (i) the fact that the modes are well tuned so that 1:2:4:8 resonance are present between the eigenfrequencies, (ii) the presence of geometric nonlinearity allowing activation of energy exchanges through quadratic nonlinear terms. The simple models used in the last section can also be used within the realm of sound synthesis for producing steelpan-like sounds. This study underlines that simple models with quadratic nonlinear terms, and a sufficient number of modes (e.g. 1:2:2:4:8 resonance) should be sufficient for producing interesting sounds with a reduced order models comprising a few oscillators. In particular, such simple models should be achievable in real-time synthesis nowadays.
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Appendix A. Transverse displacement expression w_2 for the 1:2:2 internal resonance model

The amplitude w_2 and phase \( \psi_2 \) of the second harmonics of displacement at the measured point, as a function of the model variables, can be obtained by identifying Eqs. (2) and (3). Using complex numbers manipulations, one finally obtains:

\[
w_2 = \sqrt{\Phi_2^2 a_2^2 + \Phi_2^2 a_4^2 + \Phi_2^2 \Phi_4^2 a_2 a_4 \cos(\phi_3 - \phi_2)},
\]

and

\[
\psi_2 = \phi_2 + \theta,
\]

where

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\Phi_4 a_2 \sin(\phi_3 - \phi_2)}{\Phi_2 a_2 + \Phi_4 a_4 \cos(\phi_3 - \phi_2)}\right).
\]
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